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1 Introduction 

Vision Consulting Engineers Limited (VISION) was commissioned by Peter Byers on behalf of the 
Hrsvatska Trust to provide a site suitability report to accompany a Resource Consent application to 
the Far North District Council (FNDC) for the proposed subdivision of 3236 Sate Highway 1, 
Umawera, Part Lot 3 DP56254. It is proposed to subdivide the land into 3 lots as shown on the 
Williams and King proposed subdivision plan included in Appendix A. 

 

2 Scope of Work 

The scope of work for the site suitability report is to assess stormwater, wastewater, vehicle access, 
earthworks, natural hazards and water supply (including fire fighting) for the proposed development 
as defined on the Williams and King proposed subdivision plan included in Appendix A. 

The site suitability report is based on published and unpublished information about the site, 
including: 

 Information obtained from the Far North District Council (FNDC) and Northland Regional Council 
(NRC). 

 Published geology and soil information. 

 Topographic data (LiDAR). 

 Historic aerial photography. 

The assessment also included a site visit to verify the information obtained from the desktop 
assessment and to map relevant site features. 

 

3 Industry Guidance 

This report has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Far North District Council 
Engineering Standards & Guidelines 2004 - Revised March 2009 and with reference to the District 
Plan; Section 106 of the Resource Management Act (RMA) and NZS4404:2010. 

 

4 Site Description 

4.1 Existing Site and Walkover Observations 

The proposed subdivision is located to the south-east of Umawera at 3236 State Highway 1, being 
Part Lot 3 DP56254 and is 175,355m2 in area. The property is located at an elevation of 44m to 95m 
relative to the One Tree Point Datum. The property is bounded by State Highway 1 to the north-east 
and rural properties to the north-west, south-west and south-east. The approximate location of the 
property is presented below on Figure 1. 

The property is generally located on the north-eastern slopes of a ridgeline that is approximately 
positioned along the southern property boundary. The property is generally covered in grass, with 
some stands of trees, overland flow paths, ponds and wetland areas with reeds. Several larger 
wetland areas were observed near the northern property boundary. 

The property generally slopes moderately to steeply to the north to north-east, with high points on 
the ridgeline along the southern property boundary and some spurs extending to the north to north-
west. Active shallow landslides and terracette features related to shallow soil creep were observed 
on some of the properties steeper slopes. 
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Access to the property is via three existing vehicle crossings from State Highway 1 and proposed lots 
2 and 3 contain partially gravelled tracks. A culvert is present beneath the gravelled track on 
proposed Lot 2 where it passes over an overland flow path. 

Open drains are present adjacent to the north-eastern property boundary along State Highway 1 and 
collect stormwater runoff from the subject property. Culverts convey the collected stormwater 
beneath State Highway 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Property location 
Property boundary highlighted in red, north at top. Background image courtesy of Google Earth 

 

4.2 Proposed Development 

The Williams and King plan included in Appendix A presents the proposed subdivision of Part Lot 3 
DP 56254. The proposal involves subdivision of the property into lots 1-3, being 6.488 hectares, 
7.651 hectares and 3.356 hectares in area, respectively.  

Access to the proposed lots will be via existing vehicle crossings from State Highway 1.  The location 
of the existing vehicle crossings are shown on the subdivision plan in Appendix A.  

 

4.3 Geology 

The Land Use Capability Classification of the Northland Region (Harmsworth, 1996) indicates that the 
site is underlain by Whirinaki clay loam (WN) being soils of the rolling and hilly land, well to 
moderately well drained, Okaka clay and silty clay (OA) being soils of the rolling and hilly land, 
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imperfectly to very poorly drained and Wairiki clay loam and silt loam (YR) being soils of the rolling 
and hilly land, imperfectly to very poorly drained. 

The 1:250,000 geological map, Geology of Kaitaia (Isaac et al 1996) indicates that the site is 
underlain by soft, commonly sheared, red, brown, green, yellow and grey Hukerenui Mudstone of 
the Mangakahia Complex, Northland Allochthon.  

 

4.4 District Planning Zone 

The site is zoned Rural Production with respect to the Far North District Council District Plan. 

 

4.5 Council Hazard Mapping 

The Northland Regional Council (NRC) and Far North District Council (FNDC) hazard layers have been 
reviewed. According to the NRC and FNDC datasets the site is not located in an area that is 
susceptible to: 

 Landslides 

 Special soils 

 Erosion  

 Coastal Hazards 

 Flooding 

 Coastal Flooding 

 

5 Ground Conditions 

5.1 Subsurface Conditions 

No geotechnical ground investigations have been carried out at the site as part of this report. 

As described in the Section 4.3 above, the site is expected to be underlined by Hukerenui Mudstone 
of the Northland Allochthon. 

 

5.2 Groundwater 

Groundwater levels were not measured as part of this report. No groundwater was encountered 
during shallow borehole investigations undertaken as part of the onsite wastewater assessment and 
progressed to a depth of 1.2m bgl. Logs of the boreholes from the onsite wastewater assessment are 
included in Appendix C. 

The static groundwater level on the property is expected to be at >3m bgl (inferred). A perched 
groundwater table could be expected during the winter months or extended periods of wet 
weather. 
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6 Natural Hazards 

The following assessment is provided with regards to Section 106 of the Resource Management Act 
1991:  

 

6.1 Erosion 

The site is not mapped as being prone to erosion. It is recommended that existing vegetation is 
maintained wherever possible and cut slopes are protected against erosion. 

 

6.2 Avulsion 

There are no creeks or streams located on the property. Therefore the risk of avulsion at the site is 
considered to be low. 

 

6.3 Falling debris 

There are no sources of falling debris at the site, therefore the risk associated with falling debris is 
considered to be low. 

 

6.4 Subsidence 

The site is not anticipated to be underlain by soils prone to subsidence, therefore the risk associated 
with subsidence is considered to be low. 

It is recommended that all earthworks, retaining structures and foundations are to be designed by a 
Chartered Professional Engineer with experience in geotechnical engineering. 

 

6.5 Slippage 

The property is generally located on the north-eastern slopes of a ridgeline that is approximately 
positioned along the southern property boundary. The property generally slopes moderately to 
steeply to the north to north-east, with high points on the ridgeline along the southern property 
boundary and some spurs extending to the north to north-west. Active shallow landslides and 
terracette features related to shallow soil creep were observed on some of the properties steeper 
slopes. 

The geomorphology of the site is shown in Figure 2 below using a digital elevation model derived 
from the 2018 Northland Regional Council (NRC) Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) dataset. 
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Figure 2. Site Geomorphology 
Site boundary and proposed lot boundaries indicative only, north is up the page. DEM courtesy of NRC 

 

An assessment of the properties geomorphology using Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) historic 
aerial photographs extending back to 1942 together with the 2018 Northland Regional Council (NRC) 
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) dataset indicates that there are high points on the ridgeline and 
spurs within the proposed lots that appear to be stable. 

Indicative potential building areas for the proposed lots are presented below in Figures 3 to 5. It is 
anticipated that earthworks and retaining structures are likely to be required to form the building 
areas. These are not designated building areas, but are areas within each lot that have been 
identified to demonstrate that a potential building site exists within each proposed lot subject to the 
recommendations of this report. 
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Figure 3. Proposed Lot 1 – Indicative potential building area 
Site boundary and proposed lot boundaries indicative only, north is up the page. DEM courtesy of NRC 

 

Figure 4. Proposed Lot 2 – Indicative potential building area 
Site boundary and proposed lot boundaries indicative only, north is up the page. DEM courtesy of NRC 
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Figure 5. Proposed Lot 3 – Indicative potential building area 
Site boundary and proposed lot boundaries indicative only, north is up the page. DEM courtesy of NRC 

 

It is recommended that specific geotechnical investigation, analysis and design is carried out by a 
Chartered Professional Engineer experienced in geotechnical engineering at the Building Consent 
stage to confirm the requirements of retaining structures and slope stability remedial works 
depending on the proposed final details of the individual site development. 

Due to this requirement the risk of slippage is considered to be low. 

 

6.6 Inundation 

The site is not mapped as being affected by inland or coastal flooding on the FNDC or NRC Hazard 
maps, therefore, the risk of inundation is considered to be low. 

 

6.7 Special Soils 

No special soils have been identified as being present at the site. Therefore, the risk associated with 
special soils is considered low. 
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7 Site Earthworks and Geotechnical Requirements 

7.1 Earthworks 

No earthworks are proposed as part of the subdivision. 

Earthworks associated with accessing, and potentially forming, the future building areas within each 
proposed lot will be required at the building consent stage. At this stage, the volume of earthworks 
is not able to be provided. Retaining structures are expected to be required. 

It is recommended that all earthworks including retaining structures are designed by a Chartered 
Professional Engineer experienced in geotechnical engineering.  

 

7.2 Infrastructure 

It is not anticipated that there will be any geotechnical constraints associated with trenching for the 
buried infrastructure.  

Groundwater is expected to be greater than 3m bgl. Perched water above this depth is anticipated 
during winter and following severe storm events. Sumps and submersible pumps are likely to be 
required to remove water from the base of excavations following periods of intensive rain events. 

 

7.3 Land Stability 

An assessment of the properties geomorphology using Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) historic 
aerial photographs extending back to 1942 together with the 2018 Northland Regional Council (NRC) 
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) dataset indicates that there are high points on the ridgeline and 
spurs within the proposed lots that appear to be stable. Indicative potential building areas are 
identified in Figures 3 to 5. 

It is recommended that specific geotechnical investigation, analysis and design is carried out by a 
Chartered Professional Engineer experienced in geotechnical engineering at the Building Consent 
stage to confirm the requirements of retaining structures and slope stability remedial works 
depending on the proposed final details of the development. 

 

7.4 Foundations 

The ground conditions present do not meet the requirements of ‘good ground’ in accordance with 
NZS3604(2011) due to the highly expansive nature of the near surface soils. 

It is recommended that site specific geotechnical investigations are carried out for proposed 
structures and foundations are designed by a Chartered Professional Engineer at the Building 
Consent stage.  

 

8 Vehicle Access 

Access to the proposed lots will be via the existing vehicle crossings from State Highway 1. The 
location of the existing vehicle crossing is shown on the subdivision plan in Appendix A. Proposed 
lots 1 and 2 have partially gravelled tracks that lead part of the way to the potential building areas. 
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8.1 Traffic Intensity Factor 

The permitted traffic threshold for a site in the rural production zone in accordance with Section 
86.5.1.5 and Chapter 15 of the District Plan is 30 daily one way movements as the property is 
accessed from a State Highway. This rule only applies when establishing a new activity on a site.  

The Traffic Intensity Factor (TIF) for standard residential dwellings is 10 one way movements per 
house site as detailed in Appendix 3A in Part 4 of the District Plan.  

For three residential dwellings the Traffic Intensity Factor will be 30 one way movements and 
therefore compliant with the District Plan. 

 

8.2 Property Access 

The proposed lots are to be accessed via the existing vehicle crossings from State Highway 1.   

The existing access for proposed lots 1-3 is not compliant with FNDC Engineering Standards Drawing 
FNDC/S/6. It is recommended that the access for proposed lots 1-3 is upgraded to meet the 
requirements. 

It is recommended that the property owner seek approval from the New Zealand Transport 
Authority (NZTA) for access onto State Highway 1. 

 

8.3 Internal Access Ways 

No internal accessways are proposed. 

 

9 Stormwater Management 

The FNDC District Plan Section 8.6.5.1.3 states the following in regard to stormwater management as 
a permitted activity in the Rural Production Living Zone: 

"The maximum proportion of the gross site area covered by buildings and other impermeable 
surfaces shall be 15%.” 

Future development at the site may exceed this threshold and it will be the responsibility of the 
future owner to acquire appropriate consents when the extent of the future development is known. 

 

10 Wastewater Disposal 

The property lies outside the area currently serviced by council reticulation and is considered 
unlikely to become sewered in the long term.  Therefore it is proposed to dispose of wastewater via 
on-site wastewater disposal. 

10.1 Soil Survey and Analysis 

A soil survey was undertaken at the site to determine the suitability for application of treated 
effluent. The soil survey involved drilling three hand augured boreholes to a depth of 1.2m below 
ground level. The results of the soil survey are summarised below: 

 The soils underlying proposed Lot 1 generally consist of a layer of topsoil (dark brown clayey silt) 
to a depth of 0.2m, which is underlain by light grey and light orange brown clayey silt to a depth 
of at least 1.2m below ground level. Groundwater was not encountered. 
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 The soils underlying proposed Lot 2 generally consist of a layer of topsoil (dark brown clayey silt) 
to a depth of 0.2m, which is underlain by grey-brown, light grey and orange brown silty clay to a 
depth of at least 1.2m below ground level.  Groundwater was not encountered. 

 The soils underlying proposed Lot 3 generally consist of a layer of topsoil (dark brown clayey silt) 
to a depth of 0.2m, which is underlain by grey-brown, light grey and orange brown silty clay to a 
depth of at least 1.2m below ground level.  Groundwater was not encountered. 

The borehole logs are included in Appendix C. 

 

10.2 Assumptions of Assessment 

For the purpose of the site suitability report, it has been assumed that each lot will include a modern 
4 bedroom dwelling (6 people). In addition the following design parameters have been assumed: 

 Design flows of 180 litres/day per person (each dwelling contains dual flush toilets, low water 
use dishwasher and no garbage grinder) 

 Design loading rates of 2.0 L/m2/day (Category 6 in accordance with Auckland Technical 
Publication 58) 

 Land Disposal area of 1,080m2 (including 100% reserve) for the above design loading rates. 

 

10.3 Site Constraints 

The following site constraints have been identified for the site: 

 Moderately to steeply sloping topography. 

 Overland flow pathways. 

 Ponds. 

 An open drain alongside State Highway 1. 

 Existing partially gravelled tracks. 

Given these constraints, it is considered that the systems discussed below are likely to be suitable for 
the sites. 

 

10.4 Treatment System Selection 

The treatment system suitable for the proposed subdivision is a secondary treatment system with a 
120 micron filter (or as recommended by the manufacturer) discharging to pressure compensating 
dripper irrigation (PCDI) lines and using a design loading rate of 2.0 L/m2/day. Should the activities at 
the site generate a large volume of grease, the owner may wish to install a grease trap on the 
kitchen drainage. For this assessment it has been assumed that the dripper lines will be subsurface 
covered with a minimum of 150mm of topsoil. 

Proposed lots 1-3 were found to have sufficient area available for an on-site wastewater treatment 
system as outlined in this report. It is anticipated that cut-off drains are likely to be required above 
the land disposal areas. Please refer to the Wastewater Feasibility Plan included in Appendix B. 

 

10.5 Cost Estimate 

Construction costs associated with the installation of a secondary treatment plant is as follows: 

Secondary Treatment with PCDI      $13,000 - $15,000 
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Advanced Secondary Treatment with PCDI    $14,000 - $16,000 

Tertiary & Advanced Tertiary Treatment (including consents)  $18,000 - $30,000 

 

These prices are estimates only as at 2020 and should be confirmed by a contractor. 

It is recommended that the design of the on-site wastewater management system is undertaken by 
a chartered professional engineer experienced in on-site wastewater disposal. The final system 
design and layout will be dependent on the location of the building platform and associated 
structures (water tanks, driveways, etc.).   

If the recommendations for on-site wastewater disposal provided in this report are adhered to, the 
disposal of treated effluent is expected to have a minimal effect on the environment. 

 

11 Water Supply 

11.1 Potable Water Supply (Water Tanks) 

Water supply will be from water collected from building roofs and stored in water tanks.   

 

11.2 Fire Fighting  

FNDC Engineering standards require that a water supply is provided that is adequate for fire fighting 
purposes. As discussed above the potable-water supply for the development will be via stored 
rainwater. The Urban and Rural Fire District maps are not formalised nor are the interim maps 
publically available. Given the location of the site, it has been assumed that the site is within a Rural 
Fire District. This means that the provisions of the New Zealand Fire Service Fire Fighting Water 
Supplies code of practise SNZ PAS 4509:2008 (PAS4509) are not applicable and are only provided as 
a guidance. The document recommends that the dwellings be fitted with sprinkler systems in rural 
settings where it is likely that the response time will be greater than 10 minutes. 

For a single family home without a sprinkler system, PAS4509 recommends a minimum water 
storage capacity of 45m3 within 90m of the dwelling for fire fighting purposes where water supply is 
from a non-reticulated system.  

FNDC may accept an alternative sprinkler system designed in accordance with BRANZ document 
‘Cost-Effective Domestic Fire Sprinkler Systems’ (BRANZ, 2000) which provides an alternative to 
NZS4515:1995 where fire fighting sprinkler systems are not required under the Building Code. 

As the only requirement is that imposed by the rules within the FNDC's Engineering Standards, it is 
recommended that provision of water storage for fire fighting purposes be assessed by council at 
the time of a new building consent on each site. 

 

12 Telecommunications 

Telecommunication and power services are expected to be accessed by each lot from State Highway 
1. 

 

13 National Environmental Standard 

National Environmental Standard for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect 
Human Health Regulations 2011 (NESCS; MfE, 2011a) came into effect in January 2012. The standard 
provides regulations to ensure that land affected by contaminants in soil is appropriately identified 
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and assessed prior to development and if necessary remediated to make the land safe for human 
use. 

The Hazardous Activities and Industries List (HAIL) identify activities and industries that are 
considered likely to cause land contamination resulting from hazardous substance use, storage or 
disposal. The intention of the HAIL is to identify land where hazardous substances could cause or 
may have caused land contamination. 

VISION has not been engaged to assess the site in terms of the NESCS. 

 

14 Summary of Recommendations 

The following recommendations are provide for the proposed subdivision of Part Lot 3 DP56254, 
3126 State Highway 1, Umawera: 

 Earthworks undertaken at the site are to be carried out in accordance with Auckland Council 
Guidance Document 2016/005: Erosion and Sediment Control Guide for Land Disturbing 
Activities in the Auckland Region (GD05). 

 Existing vegetation is maintained wherever possible and cut slopes are protected against 
erosion. 

 Site specific geotechnical investigation, analysis and design is carried out by a Chartered 
Professional Engineer experienced in geotechnical engineering at the Building Consent stage to 
confirm the requirements of earthworks, retaining structures, foundation design and slope 
stability remedial works depending on the proposed final details of the development.  

 The provision of water storage for fire fighting purposes is to be assessed by council at the time 
of a new building consent on each site. 

 On-site wastewater management design is to be carried out by a chartered professional 
engineer experienced in on-site wastewater disposal. 

 The existing access to the proposed lots is upgraded to meet the minimum requirements of the 
FNDC Engineering Standards Drawing FNDC/S/6. 

 The property owner is to seek approval from the New Zealand Transport Authority (NZTA) for 
access onto State Highway 1. 

 

15 Conclusions 

Provided the recommendations given in this report are adhered to, the subject site is considered to 
be suitable for the proposed subdivision depicted on the Williams and King proposed Subdivision 
Plan included in Appendix A.   
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Appendix A 
Williams and King Proposed 

Subdivision Plan 
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Appendix B 
VISION Wastewater Feasibility Plan 
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Appendix C 
VISION Field Logs 
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Soil Description Geology & other notes

Borehole Log BH2

Client: Peter Byers Project: Site Suitability Report Project No.: J14320

Project Location: 3236 SH1, Umawera

14320 20200709 WW logs.xlsx



Borehole Location:  See Wastewater Plan Drilled by: DS

Logged by: DS

Hole started:

Hole completed:
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0.00 M Clayey SILT, brown, rootlets TOPSOIL

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20 M Silty CLAY, grey-brown, with orange-brown NORTHLAND ALLOCHTHON
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1.25 Groundwater Not Encountered
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Soil Description Geology & other notes
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